BBSRC Activating Impact Competition
Frequently Asked Questions
Overview
1.1 What is the Activating Impact Competition?
The Activating Impact Competition is one of three competitions under the Fostering
Innovation banner (http://www.bbsrc.ac.uk/business/impact-incentive/impact-incentiveindex.aspx). It has been developed to acknowledge, raise awareness of and celebrate
the activities of successful Knowledge Exchange and Commercialisation (KEC) teams
and individuals that make an essential contribution to delivering impact from excellent
bioscience research and capabilities supported by BBSRC.

1.2 Why has BBSRC introduced this competition?
BBSRC has a responsibility to enable the optimal and successful application of the
outcomes of the excellent research it funds. As part of this responsibility the BBSRC
Activating Impact Competition was introduced to recognise the important contribution
made by professional KEC staff working with researchers to turning excellent bioscience
into real-life benefits; enable the sharing of best practice in KEC amongst the bioscience
community; stimulate innovative approaches to KEC activities in the biosciences.

1.3 What advice has BBSRC drawn on in developing the Activating Impact
Competition?
During the development of the competition BBSRC has sought guidance through
consultation with KEC professionals and its Strategy Panels.

1.4 What is BBSRC’s definition of Knowledge Exchange?
Knowledge Exchange describes the processes, mechanisms, networks and relationships
that enable knowledge derived from research activity to move between organisations.
The term is applied to the sharing of knowledge that has potential impact on innovation,
and can potentially change, transform, enhance or generate new or improved
professional practices, policies, technologies, products and services.
http://www.bbsrc.ac.uk/organisation/policies/position/policy/knowledge-exchangecommercialisation.aspx

1.5 What is BBSRC’s definition of Commercialisation?
Commercialisation (which in some contexts is referred to as Technology Transfer)
describes the process by which the outcomes of research activity are brought to the
market place through the development of new products, processes, services or
technologies. There will be some kind of commercial return involved in the process
relating to the potential value of the assets. The process involves the identification of
research which has potential commercial interest and the designing of strategies for how
to exploit this research. This will include the protecting and managing of the rights to
intellectual property. The process is typically undertaken by dedicated offices in
universities and research institutes and companies. Strategies can include the creation
of licensing agreements or joint ventures, partnerships, or spin-out companies.
http://www.bbsrc.ac.uk/organisation/policies/position/policy/knowledge-exchangecommercialisation.aspx

1.6 What is BBSRC’s definition of Impact?
BBSRC is committed to identifying, understanding, enabling and publicising the impact of
bioscience research in the UK and more widely as part of its support to the UK
bioscience community. BBSRC takes the view that the impact of research is very broad,
and encompasses economic, social and wider impact. Impact can be achieved by all
excellent research in some time frame, and awareness and understanding of impact is
the responsibility of all those involved in bioscience research in the UK, whether as
researchers, funders, policy makers or research users. BBSRC’s Impact Policy:
http://www.bbsrc.ac.uk/web/FILES/Policies/bbsrc-impact-policy.pdf

1.7 How does the Activating Impacting Competition differ from BBSRC Innovator of
the Year?
The Innovator of the Year Competition recognises and rewards BBSRC supported
researchers who have harnessed the potential of their excellent research and makes
awards in the categories of commercial, social, most promising and overall innovator of
the year. The Activating Impacting Competition recognises the important contribution
made by professional KEC staff working with BBSRC-funded researchers to turning
excellent bioscience into real-life benefits.

Awards
2.1 What awards are available in the Activating Impact Competition?
The winning organisation will receive £100K (up to two runner-ups will receive £50K) to
contribute to the delivery of KEC mechanisms of relevance to BBSRC, as identified in
the competition entry. Entries shortlisted for the award will be invited to attend a high
profile event alongside the annual ‘BBSRC Innovator of the Year’ award the 20th March
2014.

Who can enter?
3.1 Is my Research Organisation eligible to enter?
The competition is open to Research Organisations whose total value of BBSRC grants
live on 1st April 2013 exceeded £5M and all BBSRC-strategically funded institutes (see
Annex 1 of Call Text). Each eligible organisation can lead on only one entry, although
additional cross-organisation entries are welcome.

3.2 My Research Organisation is not in Annex 1 of the Call Text – can I still enter the
competition?
If your Research Organisation is not listed within Annex 1, you are not eligible to be the
lead on an entry. However, you can still be part of a cross-organisational entry where an
eligible Research Organisation is listed as the lead. This includes wholly owned or
partner Technology Transfer/IP management companies. Please note that the examples
included in the entry should show connectivity with BBSRC supported science and
capabilities.

3.3 Who can be an entrant?
The competition is open to anyone within the lead Research Organisation (or nominated
partner organisations) working to enable the successful delivery of Knowledge Exchange
and Commercialisation of BBSRC supported research. This includes Knowledge
Exchange Professionals (also known as Technology Transfer Managers/KT
Practitioners, Business Development Managers etc.) and academics.

3.4 Can I enter as an individual?
Yes, entries for the award from individuals will be accepted, although we expect most
entries to be in the form of a team. Only one entry per lead Research Organisation will
be accepted.

3.5 How do I submit my entry?
Entrants should complete the Entry Form, and all sections must be completed following
the Call Text. Entries for the Award must be submitted by the Technology Transfer
Office/Knowledge Exchange Office or equivalent within the eligible organisation. Entries
should be submitted via email to: activating.impact@bbsrc.ac.uk

Assessment
4.1 How will entries be assessed?
Entries will be assessed against the published criteria by a shortlisting panel of experts
that will include experienced academics, industrialists, technology transfer/KEC
professionals and social scientists who will select up to six entries to proceed to the
competition final. The finalists will be assessed by a separate Judging Panel.

4.2 Are there any restrictions on the type of evidence the entry is based on?
Evidence used as examples of KEC in an entry must have originated, at least in some
part, from research or capabilities funded by BBSRC. This should be highlighted in the
entry. If appropriate, you may wish to consider providing evidence of the benefits to
users from the examples in the form of letters of support but also through their
participation in the Finalist interviews by the Judging Panel.

4.3 How do I know if examples in my entry originated from BBSRC funded research?
If you are unsure if a particular example of KEC originated from BBSRC supported
research or capability please contact the relevant academic researcher(s) in the first
instance.
A detailed portfolio of BBSRC funded research is available at:
http://www.bbsrc.ac.uk/pa/grants/
For further details, please e-mail the lead contacts for the Competition:
Alex Chaix (Alex.Chaix@bbsrc.ac.uk)
Evangelia Kougioumoutzi (Evangelia.Kougioumoutzi@bbsrc.ac.uk).

Competition process and timelines
5.1 What happens after I submit my entry?
Entries will be assessed by a Shortlisting Panel against the published criteria in January
2014 (date TBC). Entrants will be notified of the outcome within two week of the Panel
meeting. Successful entries will automatically be taken to a final Judging Panel, to be
held on 19th or 20th March 2014.

5.2 What will I need to do if shortlisted for the final?
If shortlisted, entrants will be required to attend an interview with a panel of judges and
also be available to present their entry and receive the award on 19th or 20th March 2014
(date TBC). Finalists will also be required to bring an object connected to the entry. You
might also wish to include a member of user community to take part in the team
interview.

5.3 Will I receive feedback from my entry?
All lead entrants will receive feedback on their entry within one month of the Shortlist
Panel meeting.

Post award and engagement
6.1 What will happen after the competition?
After the competition, BBSRC will engage with entrants to promote best-practice in KEC
using examples from competition entries. BBSRC will also publicise the subsequent
achievements of the award winners.

